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Whose expertise?
Several readers have written about manu-
facturers that don't provide service informa-
tion to repairers other than those who have
their technical and commercial approval.
Manufacturers also claim the high ground
when it comes to decisions such as the
acceptability of a PCB repair. The assump-
tion is that the manufacturer knows best and
has the highest level of expertise, the impli-
cation being that 'outsiders' are incapable
of carrying out satisfactory repairs on their
products. The restriction of service informa-
tion is one way of making this a self-fulfill-
ing prospect.

But just how good is manufacturers'
expertise, and are they entitled to consider
themselves the arbiters of good engineering
standards? If that expertise is so over-
whelming, how come the masses of modi-
fications and upgrades that have been intro-
duced over the years?

Here's one example. The Sony Model
SLV715 VCR has a power supply that I
would describe as a disgraceful cost-cutting
design for an expensive VCR. Apparently
it was bought in, but that's no excuse.
According to the circuit diagram, it has a
voltage booster sub -circuit whose purpose
is to raise the input to the motor supply

regulator IC203 from about 14V to 17.8V,
an afterthought if ever I saw one. The
smoothing capacitor C203 is rated at 25V.
Since the measured voltage across it is
26V, this capacitor eventually spills its
inside all over a densely packed PCB. The
power regulator, in struggling to keep the
output voltage down to 12V, generates a
great deal of heat - there's a primitive
heatsink - and usually also dies. In Sony's
official repair kit of capacitors the 25V one
is replaced with one rated at 35V. That
really is expertise!

This made me wonder whether the
switch -mode power supply was actually
running at the correct frequency, perhaps
making the booster circuit a bit too effi-
cient. Parts suppliers do not know of any
problem, and Sony will not talk to me.

However you look at this sort of prob-
lem, it is hardly high-technology stuff.
Commercial arrogance may be, expensive
parts certainly.
Len Knott,
Ringwood, Hants.

FTV viewing
Your note on the free -to -view digital satel-
lite card service (Teletopics September,
page 644) was incorrect in suggesting that
customers can no longer use a digibox's
modem to authorise their viewing cards.
Those who connect their phone line to the
back of their set -top box receiver can use
its modem to authorise the service. Those
who do not have a phone line connected to
their receiver should contact the free -to -
view card service on 0870 243 8000 to
request authorisation. Further advice can be
found on the BBC's web site at
www.bbc.co.uk/reception
Ian Adams, BBC Customer Services,
BBC Television Centre, London.

Audio output capacitors
Joe Cieszynski's letter in the September
issue presented an interesting theory lead-
ing to a very plausible hypothesis - if the
noise boys can plug it up wrong, they prob-
ably will plug it up wrong. I must confess
that in my original fault report (June) I
hadn't considered the phantom power pos-
sibility, though the converse is often the
case, in that phantom power feed resistors
suddenly go open -circuit for no apparent
reason. Do I wonder why? My original rea-
soning might well have run along the fol-
lowing lines:

(1) Anyone using a DAT recorder would
almost certainly have a half -decent desk.

(2) Said desk would almost certainly have
phantom power switchable at each channel
input. This is not to say that the switch
would be correctly set of course.

(3) Microphone inputs would be on XLRs,
with jacks for line send and returns.

(4) Microphone XLR feeds would probably

come in on a multicore cable from a stage
box, separate from line -level signals.

(5) Line -level signals fed into microphone
XLR inputs would sound awful and would
not be persisted with for long enough to
trash coupling capacitors.

It might have done, but it didn't. What I
actually thought was "they've plugged it up
wrongly, no need to look for an external
cause".

Now I dare say there are desks with
switchable XLR inputs that will accept a
DAT feed into the Inic' socket without
complaining, but I went for the amplifier
theory simply because the DAT recorder
was in a road case with other outboard
effects and had a jack field patch panel at
the rear. So did the amplifier stack. It just
seemed an easier mistake to make.

On another front, Cyril Bateman's
capacitor tester looks like the bee's knees. I
greatly admire his technical skills in
designing it. We here at Micomicon
Electronics have a capacitor meter - differ-
ent league though, it's only a simple one.
Ours is protected by using hands -free,
hook -style probes on the leads and a two-

pole (detonator type) push-button switch
that shorts them out via a low -value resis-
tor. Connect capacitor and push to test.
Adrian Spriddell,
Micomicon Electronic Services,
Diss, Norfolk.

Still some good business
In the September issue you suggested that
the TV repair industry is dead. I hope you
don't think this is true for all dealers. My
TV/video repair work is increasing, and I
intend to increase it further. I have a 2,00()
square ft warehouse full of work. If we
have to turn to the Americans to be told
how to run our businesses, we deserve to
fail!

Personally I don't understand the word
failure, only how to win. I've been at it for
forty years and intend to carry on till I
drop. I still get a buzz from a good day's
business. How about printing a non -moan-
ing article for a change? Best of luck to
you all.
E.R. Webb, KTV Electronics,
Camborne, Cornwall.

TV repairs
The television repair business is dead
(September page 643)? Not yet, fortunate-
ly. Long gone are the days when one might
fit a new tube, and today a new LOFT or,
in many cases, an expensive IC might well
make repair uneconomic. But most failures
continue to be fairly simple and not expen-
sive to repair. Should a set be written off
because of a blown fuse and a shorted
bridge rectifier, chopper transistor or
degaussing thermistor? Or because of a
couple of dry -joints? Of course not, and it
does no good to spread the idea that repairs
are a waste of money.
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